
It was mere months after the initial idea that Victor Volta found himself at the
base of the John Muir Trail ready to take the thrilling adventure that has landed
on the bucket lists of so many others. In 25 days he managed to complete 226

miles, make new friends and collect memories to last a lifetime.
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We’d like to shine a light on Bay Area leaders
whose e�orts cleared a path for a brighter,
more equitable future, as well as those who
are continuing to carry the torch and making
history in their own right. 
 

[Partner]

If you are planning a trip to visit and sip in

California's Wine Country, the choices may

be overwhelming. May we suggest a 100%

certi�ed sustainable producer of award-

winning wines? The experiences o�ered at

St Francis are sure to leave you (and your

tastebuds) wanting more. 

 

The Monterey Peninsula area is lucky enough
to enjoy more evergreen reasons to visit than
many places on the planet. A robust events
calendar — with music, professional sports
and more — merely adds further inspiration.
Here appear top picks for the month of
February.
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Oyster shucking, dungeness crabbing, clam
digging — oh my! Got a taste for shell�sh?
Lucky enough, California is home to one of the
best coasts for it all. Depending on your skill
set, budget and willingness to get dirty, there's
a shell�sh experience waiting for you. 

It’s a boulevard of dreams, a rock-n-roll corridor dotted with legendary music houses,
where careers have launched and legends have played. And today there’s a newcomer

to the scene — Hotel Ziggy — that embraces the Strip’s storied past, its rebellion,
ingenuity and the spirit of rock-n-roll. 
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Where to Find the Best Dinner on the Big Island

Southern California's Best Wellness Retreats and Spas

10 Coolest Hikes in Northern California

The Ultimate Guide to Santa Barbara

Best Golf Courses in the Greater Bay Area
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